CANON
How to take

CREATIVE
PARTY PHOTOS

using your camera’s Continuous Shooting Mode

— Creative party photos make the
experience everlasting! Use these
4 ways to curate interesting party
moments with your camera’s
Continuous Shooting Mode.

Behind-the-Scenes
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Be it a baby shower or having a humble 21st at a friend's house,
here are some pre-shoot tips to take note of.

Get Approval and Permission
Due to licensing and
inclusion of strangers in
the vicinity, shooting with a
substantial camera (or a more
"professional" looking one) in
entertainment establishments
can be mistaken to be an
action of intellectual property
infringement. So make
sure you have obtained the
required permission from a
representative or the
owner himself.

Have a Theme / Dress Code
If you are the host, try
implementing a dress code
or theme to add cohesiveness
to your images. Play with the
same family of colours in
your decorations to create
fitting backdrops.

Stay Candid
Get everyone to be
comfortable with surprise
candid shots! It’s never the
posed shot that makes the
night memorable.

4 Ways to Take Creative Party Photos
using Continuous Shooting Mode

Human Expression
Glam or ‘unglam’, capturing human expressions
is a great way to add emotions to candid photos.
Have the subject do something like the Chubby
Bunny challenge where she’ll stuff as many
marshmallows in her mouth - it’ll be worth the
cleanup later!

In the Moment
Continuous shooting mode lets you capture
multiple static photos for a period of time.
That means that you can attempt unique
moving shots while picking the best one out
of them all. Try jumping in the air to create a
levitation effect!

Caution
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Ambience
Not just limited to the clinking of shot glasses,
you can use continuous shooting mode to
capture objects that encapsulate the party.
Some can include the cake-to-the-face
moment, or the busting of a piñata to make a
fun and creative gif.

After-Effect
Line your photos together and add different
effects during post edits. Try the reversal effect
or add humorous context with subtitles, text
or emojis.
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Always be aware of your surroundings. Be careful
when swinging your camera as there might be
someone behind you. Also, store your camera
safely in a protective bag after you’re done to avoid
any accidental scratches or impacts. Try to use a
lens hood and with protective filter as this would
help to protect the fragile lens front element especially during a party.

